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What to do
over Thanksgiving

As Thanksgiving break is
approaching, many students with

family in the area will be going
home to celebrate this American

tradition. For international
students, Thanksgiving break is a

perfect time to finally explore New
York City while the stress of

classes subsides for a few days.

Check out Time Out New York for
events in the city over the

weekend!

https://www.timeout.com/newyork
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On-Campus Dining:
Reduced Hours

As with fall break, all campus dining options, with the exception of JJ's Place,
will be closed. There will be a free lunch on Thanksgiving day (Thursday,

November 24) at John Jay Dining Hall from 11:30 a.m. to 1 p.m.. There is a run-
down of when the different dining options will be open and closed on the

Columbia Dining website.

John Jay
Dining Hall

Ferris Booth
Commons

JJ's Place

Will close on
Wednesday, November

23 at 2 p.m. and
reopen on Monday,

November 28 at 9:30 a.m.

Will close on
Wednesday, November

23 at 2 p.m. and
reopen on Monday,

November 28 at 7:30 a.m.

Closed on Thanksgiving
but open on Friday

through Sunday from 10
a.m. to 7 p.m. Normal
hours will resume on

Monday, November 28.  

Cafes Closes Reopens
Uris Deli

Blue Java Mudd

Lenfest Cafe

Cafe 212

Blue Java Butler

Wednesday, November 23, 3 p.m.

Wednesday, November 23, 3 p.m.

Wednesday,  November 23, 3 p.m.

Wednesday, November 23, 2 p.m.

Wednesday, November 23, 3 p.m.

Monday, November 28, 8 a.m.

Monday, November 28, 8:30 a.m.

Monday,  November 28, 9 a.m.

Monday, November 28, 8 a.m.

Monday, November 28, 8 a.m.

http://dining.columbia.edu/thanksgiving-break-hours
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A Brief History of
Thanksgiving

The historical event we know today as the
"First Thanksgiving" was a harvest

festival held in 1621 at Plymouth
[Massachusetts] by the Pilgrims and their
Native American neighbors and allies. It

has acquired significance beyond the bare
historical facts. Thanksgiving has become
a much broader symbol of the entirety of

the American experience. Many find this a
cause for rejoicing. The dissenting view of
Native Americans, who have suffered the
theft of their lands and the destruction of

their traditional way of life at the hands of
the American nation, is equally valid.

To some, the "First Thanksgiving"
presents a distorted picture of the
history of relations between the

European colonists and their
descendants and the Native People. The
total emphasis is placed on the respect
that existed between the Wampanoags

led by the sachem Massasoit and the
first generation of Pilgrims in Plymouth,

while the long history of subsequent
violence and discrimination suffered by

Native People across America is
nowhere represented.



 Thanksgiving Fun Facts
Macy's Thanksgiving Day Parade

Black Friday

Originally devised as a way to get
more people to go to Macy’s, the
inaugural Macy’s Thanksgiving

Day Parade took place in 1924 and
was an instant success. It featured

a few floats, a few bands, and a
parade of zoo animals from Central
Park. In the subsequent years the
floats became the main spectacle
(replacing the zoo animals, which

were frightening to some
onlookers).

Black Friday, which is the day after
Thanksgiving, is the busiest shopping day
of the year in the United States and marks

the beginning of the Christmas shopping
season. The name originally comes from

the high level of traffic that was naturally
observed the day after Thanksgiving.

Another explanation is that the phrase
originates from the fact that the day

marks the moment retailers go from being
“in the red” to being “in the black”

(harkening back to the days when losses
were manually marked by accountants in

red and profits in black).  
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Food for less than a meal swipe
So what are you going to do for food over the long weekend? The

International Student Advisory Board has some suggestions! Here are
some ideas for meals and snacks costing less than a meal swipe in our

neighborhood. (Restaurant names link to their respective online pages.)

Chipotle SweetGreen Milano's Deli

Dig Inn Nussbaum & Wu M2M
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110th and Broadway,  $8-15

"A staple diet for a college
student! Chipotle has tons

of offers like 4$ burritos and
buy-one-get-one" - Pranav

115th and Broadway, $9-15

"Their Shroomami (~$11) is
healthy and delicious - and
large enough to save for a
second meal!" - Akanksha

113th and Broadway, $8-12

"How to get the most from
Milano's: Walk in and

order the H4 ($11). Done." -
Ryan

113th and Broadway, $8-13

"A healthy, filling meal with
fresh, seasonal ingredients

at a reasonable price" - Jack

113th and Broadway, $5-11

"Grab a quick breakfast &
lunch; don't forget the black

and white cookies!" - Jung

115th and Broadway, $4-7

"Their cheeseburger and
fries ($9) are awesome " -

Ryan

http://www.sweetgreen.com/
https://www.yelp.com/biz/m2m-new-york
https://www.yelp.com/biz/chipotle-mexican-grill-new-york-51
https://www.yelp.com/biz/milano-market-new-york
https://www.yelp.com/biz/dig-inn-new-york-16
https://www.yelp.com/biz/nussbaum-and-wu-bagel-bakery-cafe-new-york


Absolute BagelsThai Market Bombay Roti Roll

Amir's Hamilton Deli Chapati House

"What is Thanksgiving without
indulging in some good food?" - David
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114th and Broadway, $6-15

"Classic shawarma and
hummus for very

affordable prices  (and
CREAM SODA)" - Abhiram

116th and Amsterdam, $3-7

"Some great staple
sandwiches: the Betsy (eat
it while it's hot!), and the

Tex Mex!" - David

125th and Broadway, $7-12

"A great Indian version of
Chipotle with authentic

food!" - Sahil

107th and Amsterdam, $9-12

"A short trip to Thailand
street market" - Jung

108th and Broadway, $1-5

"Walking down and getting
a lox spread bagel ($4) is a
great study break" - Ryan

109th and Amsterdam, $5-8

"The Chicken Malai wrap
with a mango lassi will give
you a taste of India." - Sahil

https://www.yelp.com/biz/chapati-house-new-york
https://www.yelp.com/biz/hamilton-deli-new-york
https://www.yelp.com/biz/thai-market-new-york
https://www.yelp.com/biz/absolute-bagels-new-york
https://www.yelp.com/biz/amirs-grill-new-york
https://www.yelp.com/biz/roti-roll-bombay-frankie-new-york


Doaba DeliSaiguette

Pita Grill

Shahi Biryani

Taquería y FondaX'ian Famous Foods

Bon Appetit!
Still hungry? Read on for desserts, coffee and

other tea-time treats.
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102nd and Broadway, $4-13

"Authentic Chinese food! A
burger ($4) with some

noodles ($6-9) make up a
great meal!" - Jack

110th and Amsterdam, $5-10

"Great Mediterannean food
(Kosher option!)" - Abhiram

108th and Amsterdam,
$7-15

"Their giant burrito ($9)
will change your life!" -

Theresa

109th and Columbus, $8-10

"The aloo paratha and
biryanis are great! (Don't

forget to ask for the
student discount.)"  - Sahil

108th and Amsterdam, $7-13

 "Delicious dishes with
outstandingly yummy soups
and sauces. Also, their Banh
Mi ($11). Is. Huge." - Theresa

107th and Columbus, $6-8

"A small Indian fast food
joint... a must go for the

authentic taste of India" -
Pranav

https://www.yelp.com/biz/saiguette-new-york
https://www.yelp.com/biz/shahi-biryani-and-grill-new-york
https://www.yelp.com/biz/doaba-deli-new-york-2
https://www.yelp.com/biz/taqueria-y-fonda-la-mexicana-new-york-2
https://www.yelp.com/biz/xian-famous-foods-new-york-8
https://www.yelp.com/biz/the-original-pita-grill-new-york-2
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Tea-Time Treats: Desserts,
Coffee and More!

Hungarian Pastry Shop

"Pecan pie, cranberry pie, apple pie. Don't forget to try them all!"- Theresa

"A nice, cozy cafe with amazing
coffee from Hungarian Russian to

hot chocolate!"- Jung

"Giant, delicious, and decadent
cookies!"- David

"Their cronuts are the stuff of
baking shows and are perfect with a

cup of coffee."- Akanksha

"A really cool atmosphere with good
coffee and average prices"- Cesur

"Get a dozen of the best for $10 and
have a cookie party!""- Ryan

Levain Bakery

Silver Moon Bakery

Max Soha Cafe

Insomnia Cookies

Artopolis
113th and Amsterdam

110th and Amsterdam

123rd and Amsterdam

105th and Broadway

117th and Frederick Douglas Blvd.

110th and Amsterdam

"Offers the best crepes around the
area. If possible, try the outdoor

seating area." - Pranav

https://www.yelp.com/biz/insomnia-cookies-new-york-9
https://www.yelp.com/biz/hungarian-pastry-shop-new-york
https://www.yelp.com/biz/insomnia-cookies-new-york-9
https://www.yelp.com/biz/artopolis-new-york
https://www.yelp.com/biz/hungarian-pastry-shop-new-york
https://www.yelp.com/biz/max-soha-new-york?osq=max+soha+cafe
https://www.yelp.com/biz/hungarian-pastry-shop-new-york
http://www.yelp.com/biz/silver-moon-bakery-new-york
https://www.levainbakery.com/
https://www.yelp.com/biz/max-soha-new-york?osq=max+soha+cafe
https://www.levainbakery.com/
http://www.yelp.com/biz/silver-moon-bakery-new-york


What if I feel I don't have
the resources to get food?

If you feel you lack the resources to pay for your meals during the
break, you may be eligible for assistance through the Dean's Student

Assistance Fund. 

Additional Support Resources
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Public Safety

Hartley Hospitality Desk

RAs on Duty 

212-854-5555

212-854-2779

Various phone numbers will
be available. 

http://housing.columbia.edu/housing-options/residences/ra-duty
https://cc-seas.financialaid.columbia.edu/content/thanksgiving-flex


Things to do in NYC for
a terrific Thanksgiving

If you are wondering what else you can do, check
out some of these ideas from the board!

"Go watch the iconic Macy’s Thanksgiving Day
Parade, which begins on 77th Street along Central

Park West, in-person! It begins at 9am but you
should plan to get there much earlier (around
6am). Don’t forget to dress in warm layers and

bring snacks." - Abhiram

"See the Macy’s Thanksgiving Day Parade up
close and one day early at the Big Balloon

Inflation that takes place between 3-10pm the
around the Museum of Natural History on

Wednesday. The crowds are a little smaller,
but still try to get there early to ensure a good

view. Balloons are usually fully inflated by
around 9pm." - Theresa

"Go ice skating for free in Bryant Park
and visit the Bank of America Winter

Village, which has more than 125
small shops selling food and boutique

goods, while you're there." - Akanksha
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"Be a tourist and go on a free walking tour of a
New York neighbourhood on Thanksgiving

Day! Visit neighbourhoods like Brooklyn
Heights, Greenwich Village, and Bushwick

(and more at freetoursbyfoot.com). Many of
New York’s most famous tourist attractions
are also open on Thanksgiving (the Empire
State Building, Top of the Rock, Statue of
Liberty) and will be far less crowded than

normal." - Jung

"Cinemas are one of the few
establishments that remain open on

Thanksgiving day, so take a break
from campus and go see a movie

somewhere in the Upper West Side!"
- Sahil

"Join Feeding NYC and help
prepare, package, and deliver

holiday meals to New York
families in need." - Ryan

"Grab a $5 ticket and watch amazing
comedians perform all weekend
long. Don't miss the LAW FIRM

performing at the Chelsea branch.
Find out more on the Upright

Citizens Brigade website." - David
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http://www.feedingnyc.org/
https://chelsea.ucbtheatre.com/
http://www.freetoursbyfoot.com/new-york-tours/
https://www.amctheatres.com/movies


Proudly brought to you by
the International Student Advisory Board.

Designed by David Oliveros
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Back row: Cesur Kiliç, Jack Zhang, Sahil Rai, David Oliveros
Front Row: Abhiram Ghaddam, Akanksha Ashok, Jung Kim, Ryan Davies,

Theresa Mensah, Pranav Arora

Part of the Multicultural Affairs Advisory Council
(MAAC), the International Student Advisory Board

(ISAB) informs and advises the International
Resource Team (IRT) on intercultural programs,
services and issues that concern undergraduate

international students at Columbia College and the Fu
Foundation School of Engineering & Applied Science.
 ISAB is one of the programs overseen by the Office of
Multicultural Affairs (Undergraduate Student Life). 


